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Fact Sheet

Drag reduction of 40% to 60% over bare cables or hairy fairings, 
with a Coefficient of Drag of approximately 0.50 - 0.70

Available for any cable or rope diameter 

Can be multi-layer stored / crushed on reels under high tension, 
but reverts to foil shape when back in the water

Extremely durable, 3-ply material folds around cable to create 
hydrodynamic profile, with internal “bridge” for airfoil shape 
retention under hydrodynamic forces

Super strong, UV-resistant Spectra thread used to stitch in high-
strength Velcro bridge, heavy-duty reinforcing at cable anchor 
point-to-fairing module interface

Used in service, since 1997, primarily on marine seismic 
exploration vessels

Bare cable towing induces cable vibration known as strumming, which is detrimental to both the life cycle of the cable and the efficiency of 
the tow operation.  Hairy fairings improve this efficiency, but only marginally.  The smooth, hydrodynamic design of the TufLine and TufNose 
products, installed on your existing bare, braided, sheathed or electromechanical cable, seismic tow cables and ropes, drastically reduces 
the coefficient of drag of the cable, allowing smoother flow through the water and deeper deployment of the towed vehicle.  Proprietary 
components anchor the fairing module segments to the cable while allowing free-swiveling alignment to the water flow.
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Drag reduction of 80% to 85% over bare cables or hairy fairings, 
with a Coefficient of Drag of approximately 0.15 - 0.20

Can be installed on many diameters of rope, bare tow cables or 
wires, sheathed or braided cables

Can be wrapped in a single layer on a grooved winch drum; also 
used on systems where the fairings are wrapped in a “tail up” 
configuration on top of bare layers of tow cable

TufNose comes in standard black colour (UV-stabilized, advanced 
thermoplastic material)

Used in service since 1994, primarily on naval towed sonar 
systems and on seismic cross-tag lines

TufLine TufNose
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The TufNose and TufLine Fairing Systems are unique drag-reducing fairing systems that eliminate 
strumming and decrease ship fuel consumption.  Significant drag reduction can be seen on 
seismic and tow vehicle applications, and tow vehicles can also achieve additional depth.

Each TufNose fairing assembly is comprised of a nose piece, a tail piece, an 
interconnecting link and a fastener set 

TufNose fairing stored on winch drum   TufLine fairing stored in multiple wraps on winch drum

Each TufLine fairing module includes one cable anchor point (and hardware), 
one anti-stacking ring and one heat shrink assembly (required for bare 

armoured cables)
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